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Let H be a normal subgroup of some finite group G and let V be an 
irreducible (right) FH-module, where F is an arbitrary field. Itis one of the 
primary objectives ofClifford theory to find necessary and sufhcient con- 
ditions o that V can be extended to an FG-module. An obvious necessary 
condition is that V has to be G-invariant (stable). Sufficiency relies upon 
various properties of the group extension H * G --w S, where S= G/H, 
and the module itself. The theory is well developed in case V is absolutely 
irreducible. 
Recently Isaacs [12] and Dade [4] proved, generalizing a theorem by 
Gallagher, that V can be always extended to an FG-module provided H is 
a Hall subgroup of G (and V is G-invariant). The present paper resulted 
from an effort o understand this remarkable and somewhat surprising 
result. 
Assume in the sequel that V is G-invariant. Let D = End& V)’ be the 
opposite endomorphism ring of K Basic Clifford theory yields a group 
extension D’ * 52 -P-P S such that there exists an FG-module extending V 
if and only if 52 =52,(V) splits over the multiplicative group D’ of the 
division algebra D (see Theorem 1 below). In general D is noncommutative 
and so the usual cohomological methods seem to fail. Dade even remarked 
in [4] sceptically that “none of the nice theorems about extensions of V, 
such as those of Gallagher, which depend upon calculations in the 
cohomology groups of S with coefficients in a commutative group, can be 
proved this way.” 
In the following situation, however, one can argue as usual: 
THEOREM A. Suppose the Schur index m(V) of V is relatively prime to 
the order of S = G/H. Then one can associate to V a cohomology class 
WA V) E H2(S, Z(D)‘) such that V can be extended to an FG-module ly and 
only if CO& V) vanishes. 
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Mere S acts on the centre Z = Z(D) of D via field a~tomorpbisms. This 
action is nontrivial, ingeneral, and may be describe as follows. The exten- 
sion Q,(V) determines via conjugation in II’ a homomorphi 
S-t Out(D) into the group of outer (F-algebra) automo~pbisms of D. 
the Skolem-Noether theorem Out(D) acts faithfully on Z. Compos 
yields the Galois action of S on 2. 
The proof of Theorem A will involve a discussi of automorpb~sms of 
(central) simple algebras. This has been stimulat ade [4], but we 
shall refer here to the classical paper on noncommutative Galois theory by 
Teichmiiller [16]. We shall derive a splitting theorem “a la 
Schur-Zassenhaus” (see Theorem 2). 
In order to compute the “obstruction” oJT/), assuming m(V) prime to 
IS’/, there are the following eneral techniques: 
(i) The reduced norm: Relate V to the determinantal representation 
r some absolutely irreducible constituent via some appropriate 
ochschild-Serre exact sequence associated to the given group extension 
H v G -++ S (Theorem 3). 
(ii) Restriction to Sylow subgroups: This essentially reduces the 
problem to the case where S is a q-group for some prime q (Theorem 4). 
(iii) Reduction to subextensions: In case S is a q-group for some 
prime q, there exists a qrelementary subgroup X of G covering S and an 
X-invariant irreducible F[Hn Xl-module W with Schur index m(W) = 1 
such that V can be extended to an FC&module provided W can be extended 
to an FX-module (Theorem 5). 
(iv) Changing the characteristic: When F has prime characteristic, 
one can similarly relate V to some module over a field of characteristic zero 
(Theorem 6). 
Our results imply, in particular, that the order of c1),J V) is only divisible 
by primes dividing IHI. Since m(V) is a divisor of /Ml and since the 
exponent of H’(S, z’) divides jS(, this gives the Psaacs-Dade theorem. 
The assumption on the Schur index is quite crucial in certain discussions. 
For instance, (ii) does not work in general, i.e., there need not be an FG- 
module extending V whenever Y can be extended to the inverse images in 
6 of all Sylow subgroups of S. After submitting the present paper, a c 
terexample has been produced by Professor Dade. This is included En 
tion 5 below. 
On the other hand, one can associate to V cohomology classes of a more 
general type, depending on suitable actions of S on D. They all coincide in 
the situation of Theorem A. Such classes already exist when m(V) 
to IS/S,l, where So is the kernel of the Galois action of S on Z. 
S= S,, if and only if any absolutely irreducible constituent of V is G- 
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invariant. Inthis case one is led to study the obstruction determined by the 
trivial ction of S on D. This will be written CO&X), where x is the charac- 
ter afforded by some absolutely irreducible constituent of I’ (properly 
chosen). It vanishes if and only if there is a character x’ of G extending x
such that F(F(x’) = F(x). 
THEOREM B. Suppose x is an ordinary irreducible character of H which is 
G-invariant (char(F) = 0). Then the order of o&x) divides each of 8(x), 
o(x). x(1) and 1 HI/x(l). Here 6(x) is the number of distinct roots of unity 
contained in Q(x) and o(x) is the determinantal order of x (which is a divisor 
of W). 
This covers (and improves) various known extendability criteria for 
characters. 
I am very grateful to Professor Dade for some helpful comments and, in 
particular, for the permission to include his counterexample, I am also 
indebted to the referee for pointing out a gap in the proof of Theorem 3. 
1. SOME BASIC FACTS 
We keep the conventions and notations as introduced above. In par- 
ticular, throughout the paper V denotes an irreducible and G-invariant 
right FH-module and D = End& V)‘. Also, Z = Z(D) and Z’ = Z( D’) is 
the multiplicative group of this field. 
We regard V as a left D-space but also as a right H-module over 
appropriate subfields of D. We write V, for the ZH-module V and xz for 
the (Frobenius) character afforded by I’,. Fix a maximal subfield M of D. 
We write V,,, for the MH-module V and x for the character afforded by V,,,. 
This V, is absolutely irreducible, and [D: M] = [M: Z] is the Schur index 
m=m(V) of V ([ll,p.542]). We have Xz=rnX and so x is independent of 
the choice of M. We may also write m =mF(x). The degree 
d = x( 1) = [ V:M] will be called the absolute degree of V. 
(1.1) m divides d and, in the semisimple situation, md divides jH/. 
The latter statement is a recent result by Feit [6]. 
It is known that Z = F(x) ([ 11, pp. 544545). Hence 
(1.2) Z is a$nite Galois extension of F and r= Gal(Z/F) is abelian of 
order [Z: F]. 
For y E r let y V, be the conjugate module, i.e., y V, = V as an additive 
group but with new ZH-action “ 0 ” defined by 
v 0 ?ch = c(vh) = c(v) h 
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for UE V, CEZ, h E H. This module affords the conjugate character ?xZ. 
Using that Z=F(xZ) and using Satz V.13.3 in [Ill we get: 
(1.3) z OF vs OydYL where the modules ‘Vz are pairwise mm- 
isomorphic. 
We now sketch the rudiments of Clifford t
[2,4, 131). Fix a transversal (tXJxeS to N in 
t(x, y) = t, t, t4’ be the corresponding factor set. For x E S let V” = V@ t,, 
which is an FH-submodule of the induced module VG independent of the 
choice of the transversal. Since V is G-invariant, there exist FH- 
isomorphisms CI,: V-+ V” for all XES (with 01~ = 1 v, V= V@ I). These 
extend uniquely to units in 9 = End,{ V’)‘, aho written a,. Embe 
9 similarly. 
(1.4) Let 2fx=(fE9::f(V)5Vx) for any xES. 
cn,, Sxgev = 9.+ and 9 = OxeS LSx is a strongly S-gra 
minology of Dade [4]). The (disjoint) union D = U,, s Da, is a subgroup of 
the group of units of 9. 
More precisely, Q = a,( V) represents a group extension D’ w 
whose equivalence class only depends on the isomorphism type of V and 
the given group extension H -+ G -++ S. Observe that (a,> is nothing but 
a transversal to D’ in Q. Let a(x, v) = c~,c(~a;l denote the corresponding 
factor set. Altering {ax} means replacement by (a,~,) for suitable a, E D’ 
(with a, = I !,), and these all are indeed (normalized) transversals. 
Via conjugation in D’ the extension D determines a grou 
homomorphism 6: S + Out(D). Let So = Go/N denote the kernel of 5. A 
map 0: S-r Aut(D) will be said to lift 5 (or to be in the class 5) if 
gs Inn(D) = 0, for all x E S. For instance the map at-+ a,aa; ’ (a E D) is an 
automorphism in the class gX. Every (F-algebra) a~tomorphism of 
this class may be obtained via conjugation with a,a, for a suitable a, ED’. 
All automorphisms in a fixed class agree wben restricted to Z. Con- 
sequently 
xc = [a,ca;‘] (XES, CEZ) 
defines a Galois action of S on 2 (from the left). 
(1.5) S, is the kernel of this Galois action so that we may ident$y eat 
ex with the corresponding element of I’. Let Z, = C,(S) denote the fixed sub- 
$z’ of.27 and let r. = Gal(Z/Z,). Then To is a subgroup oft” ~s~rn~r~~~c to
T&s fohows from the Skolem-Noether theorem ([I, p. 511) and elemen- 
tary Galois theory. 
(1.6) For each XE S, CI,: V, -+ Vzx( = V,@ t,) is Z-semilinear with 
respect o the Galois action. In other words, cc, describes an ~som~r~h~srn 
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V, --t “‘( Vz), of ZH-modules and so V,“% “V,. Also, G, is the inertia group 
in G of V, (and V,). 
Observe that conjugations with field and group automorphisms com- 
mute. The final statement follows by referring to (1.3). 
Denote by p: H -+ GL( V) the representation with underlying module Y 
and define, finally, z E GL( V) by a,(v) = z,(v) @ t,. Of course, z, depends 
on the choices of t, and a,. It is easily verified that for all X, y in S: 
0) z,az;’ = cl,acI;’ (aED); 
(ii) p(t,ht;l) =z,p(h) 7;’ (h E H); 
(iii) 4x, Y) = dtb, Y)) ~,~y~;j. 
(1.7) 
2. CLIFFORD EXTENSIONS AND GROUP EXTENSIONS 
We shall study the group extension D = QG( V) of (1.4) in greater detail. 
The following fundamental observation is due to Dade [4] and is included 
for the convenience of the reader. (Here simplicity of V is not required.) 
THEOREM 1 (Dade). There exists an FG-module extending V if and only 
if D’ W+ Q ++S splits, and there are as many nonisomorphic such FG- 
modules as De-conjugacy classes of complements to D’ in 0. 
Proof. Let V’ be an FG-module extending V. Then we have V’ = V as 
FH-modules. For x E S let ai: V+ VX be defined by M:(V) = v 0 t;’ @ t,. 
Here ( tx> is a transversal toH in G and vo t;l is computed using the G- 
structure V’ = (V, 0 ). It is easily seen that a: is an FH-isomorphism satisfy- 
ing c&x; = c& for all x, y in S. Hence (a;} is a splitting. 
Conversely, if (a:} is a splitting for D’ ++ Q +S, then we have 
cL:cl; = Cc;>, and defining 
vOht,=d,-‘(vh@t,) 
for v E V, h E H, x E S makes V’ = (V, 0 ) into an FG-module extending the 
given H-structure. 
Suppose v’ and V” are FG-modules extending V. Then V’ = V = V” as 
FH-modules. Define EC&>, (o!;} as above; these functions determine the G- 
structures a in the preceding paragraph. An isomorphism from V’ to V” is 
nothing but an element a E D’ satisfying ad; ’ = d;-l a for all x E S. This 
gives the conjugacy part of the theorem. 1 
Remark. Suppose {a,> is a splitting for Sz. Let 0: S + Aut(D) be 
induced by (a,}, i.e., for all x E S, 6, is the conjugation a H a,acl; l (a E D). 
Then o is a homomorphism lifting 0.Let V’ be the extension of V deter- 
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mined by (xX>, and let D’= End& V’)“. Then D’= C,(cr(S)) consists of 
the elements of D fixed by g(S); in particular, Z n D’ = Z,. The FG-mo 
$I’ may be identified with I( VG)rI Q. V, where I is the right ideal o 
generated by C,, s cx, ([I: D] = 1). When V is absolutely irreducible, t 
any other extension is of type I’ OF V’ for some un e 1 -dimensional right 
ideal I’ of FS. Such a convenient description is 
cases (see Section 8). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose cx S -+ Aut(D) is a homomorphism lifting 0.Then we 
may associate to o a cohomology class O(C) = oG( V; o) in N2(S, 27) which 
is represented by the factor set of any transversal toD’ in Q i~~uci~~ 0. 
Proof1 There exists a transversal {a,} inducing CJ. As usual let GI denote 
its factor set. Then ~,g~~c,yl is the inner automorphism of D indu 
c((x, y). Since (r is homomorph by hypothesis, a thus has its values in 
o! is a (normalized) factor set for D’ H Q -++ S, it is a (normalized, non- 
homogeneous) 2-cocycle of S in Z, the (left) module structure being given 
by the Galois action of S on Z. 
Suppose (N:} is another transversal to D’ in Q inducing 0. Then 
U: = c,a, for suitable c, E Z and the corresponding 2-cocycle satisfies 
a’@, Y) = c,(xcy) cx,’ 4x, Yb 
Thus a’ and a only differ by a 2-coboundary. 
We may reformulate the first part of Theorem 1 as follows. 
COROLLARY. There exists an FG-module extending V if and only if there 
exists a homomorphism 0: S + Aut(D) lifting 0 such that O(O) = 1. 
ProoJ: Suppose we have o such that W(U) = 1. Choose a transversal 
{a,> to D’ in 52 inducing 0. Then the corresponding factor set 01 is tbe 
coboundary of some l-cochain {c,} of S in Z’. Replace N, by r: = c;‘a,. 
Then &x;, = a;, for all x, y E S, and we have a complement. The converse is 
obvious. 
We shall see in Lemma 3 below that the m( V)th power of w,(V; Q) 
always is independent of the choice of 0. The cohomology class itself may 
change when altering 0: 
EXAMPLE. We adopt Example 7.4 in Dade [4]. Let F= Q an 
V = W(Q) be the quaternion algebra over the rationals. Let i,j, k in V 
the usual meaning, and regard V as a module for H = (i, 
tiplication. Then V is an irreducible FH-module with SC 
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D r W(Q) consists of the left multiplications on V. Let G be the central 
product of H with another copy p of the quaternion group of order 8. Let 
( t, f be a transversal toZ(B) in fi. This is a transversal toH in G. Clearly 
V is G-invariant and li is trivial (Out(D) = 1). 
Consider first he zero (or identity) map 0 = 1 on S= G/H. Define 
a,(v) = u @ t,. Then (clX> is a transversal toD in Q,(Y) inducing g and 
generating a subgroup isomorphic to f;. We conclude that wG( V; 1) has 
order 2. 
Any isomorphism from fi to H induces a monomorphism 
cr’: S--f Inn(D), where a’(x) is conjugation with the image t; E H of t,. 
Then a:(v) = t:v@ t, defines a splitting for Q,(V) inducing 0’. Thus 
WJ v, a’) = 1. 
3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF DMSION ALGEBRAS 
By construction every automorphism in r, = Gal(Z/Z,) is induced by an 
(algebra) automorphism of D (see (1.5)). Let A be any central simple Z- 
algebra. The property that every automorphism in r, can be extended to 
an automorphism of A relies only on the class of A in the Brauer group 
Br(Z), as noticed by Teichmiiller [16]. Let Br,(Z) denote the subgroup of 
Br(Z) consisting of all the classes which have this property. 
LEMMA 2 (Teichmiiller). Scalar extension from Z, to Z induces an 
exact sequence 
0 -+ H*(r,,, Z) --f Br(Z,) --+ Br,(Z) -+ H3(r0, Z). 
This is nothing but an up-to-date formulation of Teichmiiller’s work 
[16]. Actually Teichmiiller was the first considering (implicitly) 3-
cohomology so that the paper is quite interesting also for historical 
reasons. A detailed iscussion can be found in [S]. Further, in [IO] it is 
shown that the “Teichmiiller 3-cocycles” are precisely the images under the 
appropriate transgression homomorphism. 
As a matter of fact, the lemma can be easily established, on the basis of 
the usual interpretation for Brauer groups (cf. [14, pp. 164167]), by 
appealing to Theorem 2 in Hochschild and Serre [lo]. One only needs to 
know that the Brauer class of a central simple Z-algebra is in Br,(Z) if 
and only if the corresponding cohomology class is r,,-fixed. But this is 
already in Teichmiiller’s paper (see [ 16, p. 1421). 
THEOREM 2. Let ,E be the inverse image in Aut(D) of c(S). If the Schur 
index m = m( V) is relatively prime to 1 a(S then C splits over Inn(D) and 
all the complements are conjugate in z. 
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ProoJ: By (1.5) jr,1 = [Z: Z,] is the order of O(S). By co 
ratter class of D, say b, lies in Br,(Z). The order of b in the 
divides m and has the same prime factors as m ( [ 1, p. 
exponent of any cohomology group H”(T,, Z) for yz 3 1 div 
pn is relatively prime to /TOI by hypothesis, from Lemma 2 it 
there is a unique element b,eBr(ZO) which maps onto b an 
order prime to Ir,j. 
Let D, be the unique, up to isomorphism, division algebra (with centre 
Z,) in the class bO. Then the index of D, is prime to lFOi. 
IV.20 in [l] implies that 
and D, is unique with this property. IIence there exists vision sub- 
algebra D,zD, in D such that D=ZD, and ZnD,=Z,. reover, this 
D, is uniquely determined up to monomorphisms from D, into D fix 
elementwise, that is, up to inner automorphisms of D (Skolerr-Noe 
The centralizer C, = C,(D,) is isomorphic to the group 
automorphisms of Z OzO D, of type y 0 l,, with y E r,. Nence C, is a 
complement to Inn(D) in 2. Let z, be another such 
every nonidentity element of EC, is a noninner automo 
result of Hochschild [9] D, = C,(.XJ is a central sim 
Dr Z OzO D,. Consequently D, = t(Dl) for some i er au~0m0r~~ism I of 
D, and .E’, = C,(D,) equals rC, z - ‘. We are done. 
COROLLARY. If m is relatively prime to I,!?/s,j, there exists a 
homomorphism B: S + Aut(D) lifting 0 such that ~(3) n ~~~~~~ = 1. 
Prooj Of course, S/S,r6(S) and so Theorem 2 ap 
with a splitting for the extension Inn(D) s--+ C 
homomorphism CT as desired. 1 
Note. We could have deduced the above splitting theor 
Theorem 4.4 in Dade [4], by appealing to Wochschild 
Dade has overlooked Teichmiiller’s work.) The existence p 
obviously carries over to any central simple Z-algebra in 
of D. 
4. THE REDUCED NORM 
We shall apply the reduced norm twice, namely with regard to the cen- 
tral simple Z-algebras D and FH/Ann,( V), the latter being isomorphic by 
Wedderburn to the full matrix algebra M+,,(D)~End,(V) (and so in the 
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same Brauer class). Dealing with D will bring the Schur index m=m(u) of 
V into play, dealing with the other Z-algebra the absolute degree d= x( 1) 
of V. 
LEMMA 3. The mth power of coG( V; g) is independent of the choice of the 
homomorphism B: S--f Aut(D) lifting 5.
Prooj Let O’ be another homomorphism lifting 0.Let {a,} be a trans- 
versal for Q,( V) inducing O. For each x E S there exists a, E D’ such that ok 
is conjugation with a: = ~,a,. If CI, CI’ denote the respective 2-cocycles of S 
in Z, straightforward computation gives 
for all x, y E S. We apply on both sides of this identity the reduced norm of 
the central simple Z-algebra D. By unicity of the reduced norm 
Nrd,,,(“Xay) = bxNrd,,z(a,) = nNrdo,z(uY). 
We infer that (R’)~ and am differ by the coboundary of the 1-cochain 
{Nrd,,,(u,)} of S in Z, as required. 1 
Proof of Theorem A 
Assume m = m(V) is relatively prime to 1 Sl. By the corollary to 
Theorem 2 there exists a homomorphism O: S + Aut(D) lifting (5. Define 
UG( V) = f&J v; 6) E H2(S, Z.) 
for this particular o (Lemma 1). In view of the corollary to Theorem 1 it 
suffices to show that this does not depend on the choice of 0. Since the 
exponent of H2(S, Z) is a divisor of 1 Sl, this follows from Lemma 3 and 
the assumption. 1 
Remark. Suppose again that m is prime to ISI so that o,J V) is defined. 
By the corollary to Theorem 2 we find a homomorphism r~ lifting 5 such 
that a(S) n Inn(D) = 1. Then D, = C,(a(S)) is a central simple Z,-algebra 
with index m satisfying Zn D, = Z,, ZD, = D (Hochschild L-91). If oG( V) 
vanishes, there is thus an J’G-module V’ extending V for which 
End&V’)’ = Do (cf. Theorem 1). In particular, m( V’) = m(V). 
AS in Section 1, let M be a maximal subfield of D and let V, = V when 
viewed as an (absolutely irreducible) MD-module. Let pm: H + GL( V,) be 
the representation with underlying module V,, and define 
N(V)=detop,. 
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This is a homomorphism from H to z’ which is independent of the choice 
of 44. In fact, N(V) is nothing but composition of the natural map 
N-t FH/Ann,( V) and the reduced norm on this central simple Z-algebra. 
By abuse of language, N(V) is called the reduced norm of V. 
LEMMA 4. N(V) may be viewed us an S-homomorphism H/H,, -+ 27, 
where H, = [H, G,] is the commutator group of H and Go. 
ProoJ: By definition itis clear that N(Y) is homomorph and has its 
values in Z. Let (tX) be a transversal tohi in 6, as usual. e assert hat 
N(V)(tXht,‘)= “(N(V)(h)) 
for all h E H, x E S. Having proved this the lemma will fohow from (1.5) as 
S, = GO/N is the kernel of the Galois action of S on Z. Note that we the 
regard N/H, as a left S-module. 
The assertion is rather obvious, because of the unicity of the reduced 
norm once more. One can verify it directly usmg (1.7)(i), (ii). 
We are led to consider the Hochschild-Serre exact sequence 
O-+H’(S,Z)-@-+ H’(G/H,, 2’) --=+ 
Hom,(H/HO, z’) tranS H2(S, Z) 
associated to the group extension II/N, w G/H, -+S. ere the 
transgression maps any q E Hom.(HIH,, 27) to the inverse class of the 2- 
cocycle q D t, where t: S2 + H/H0 is the factor set to (tx> taken mod 
(This is well known; it can be verified using the information given in 
[IO, p. 129-j.) 
THEOREM 3. Suppose the Schur index of V is prime to /S/&i. Then, for 
all homomorphisms 5 lifting C, the above transgression maps N(V) 0~5 
0(-J v; a)-! 
e fix a homomorphism CJ lifting (5such that a(S) n Inn(D) = 1 
lary to Theorem 2). Since m = m(V) divides d= x(1) by (1.1 ), 
w&V; rred is independent of this choice by Lemma 3. By 
D, = C,(a(S)) is a central simple Z,-algebra satisfying Z n D, = Z, and 
ZD, = D. Let M, be a maximal subfield of 13,. Then M= ZMO is a 
maximal subfield of D which is invariant under the action of S (via 0). 
M/M, is a Galois extension whose group may identified with 
To = Gal(Z/Z,). 
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Choose a transversal (a,} to D’ in Q,(V) inducing 0. Let CI be the 
corresponding factor set with class oG( V; 0). Define r, E GL( V) as in (1.7), 
depending on a, and t, (x E S). By (1.7)(‘) 1 z,is semilinear on the M-space 
V= V, with respect o the Galois action described above. Let TX be the 
matrix of r, with regard to some M-basis of V, and let c, = det TX (x E S). 
Then, viewing pm as a matrix representation with respect o this basis and 
viewing X(X, y) as a d x d-scalar matrix, by (1.7)(iii) we have 
for all x, YES. Taking determinants on both sides of this identity shows 
that ad and N(V) 0 t differ by the coboundary of {c,). However, the c, need 
not lie in z’. We assert hat we can alter the basis, if necessary, such that 
c, E Z for all x E S. This will complete the proof of the theorem. 
Clearly CX(X, u)and det p,(t(x, v)) lie in z’ (independent of the choice of 
the basis). Therefore we have 
c,z = c,(xcy) 2
for all X, y E S, i.e., (cXZ) is a 1-cocycle of S in M/z’. Recall that 
r, E End,( V) and that D = ZD,. If x E So then z, is also Z-linear and so 
r, E End,( V). It follows that c, E Z for all x~ S, (independent of the 
choice of the basis). But this implies that any c,Z only depends on the 
coset X = xS, so that we have an induced 1-cocycle (c&Y > of S/S,. Note 
that S, is the kernel of the Galois action of S on M. Hence 
H’(S/S,, M’) = 0 by Hilbert’s Theorem 90. Applying the long exact 
cohomology sequence thus gives the exact sequence 
0 -+ H’(S/S,, M/z’) -+ H2(S,‘S,, Z) -+ H2(S/S,, M’). 
Clearly the norm NM,,: M -+ Z is compatible with the action of S and so 
induces a homomorphism H2(S/S,, M) + H2(S/S,, Z). Composition of 
the map H2(S/S,, Z) -+ H2(S/S,, M) with this homomorphism is the mth 
power map on H’(S/S,, Z), because m = [M: Z]. But m is relatively prime 
to IS/S,\ by hypothesis and the exponent of H2( S/S,, Z) divides IS/S, 1. 
We conclude that H’(S/S,, Z) -+ H2(S/S,, M’) is injective and that 
H’(S/S,, M/Z) = 0. .._- 
Thus (c%Z) is a coboundary, say cJ=c,z’= *ua-lZ for some 
a E M’. Choose a d x d matrix A with entries in M and with det A = a-‘. 
We may change the original M-basis of V such that T: = A-‘T,(“A) is the 
new matrix associated to z,. Then 
det T~=a(xa)-‘c,EZ. 
for all x E S. We are done. 1 
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We may write N(V) = det(X) (with x as usual). The order of N(V) is 
nothing but the determinantal order o(x) of x (cf. Isaacs [12]). 
CORQLLARV 1. Assume m(V) is prime to [S/S,/. The order of u&V; CT) 
divides o(x) * d (and jS\ )for any homomorphism 6: lifting 0.
Proof: Clear. 1 
COROLLARV 2. Assume d = x( 1) is prime to IS]. Let zHo be the ker- 
nel of N( VP. There exists an Fe-module extending V if a on(y lj-N( V) can 
be extended to a i-cocycle of G/H, to z’. This ~ap~e~s~or instance when the 
group extension H/H, ++ G/H, + S splits. 
y Lemma 4, H, is indeed a normal subgroup of 6. Since d is a 
m, Theorem A and Theorem 3 apply. Use exactness of the 
Id-Serre sequence associated to z--+ G/H, -++ s. If is 
splits, tram: Hom,(H/H,, Z) + ‘) is the zero map. 
The corollaries yield the Isaacs-Dade theorem in the semisimple 
situation. 
5. RESTRICTION TO SYLOW SUBGROUPS 
Suppose G: S --, Aut(D) is a homomorphism lifting ~7 so that o,(Y; a) 
is defined. Let s= G/H be a subgroup of S. Then by construction 
aG( V; ~.j s) is the image of oG( V; G) under the restriction homomorphism 
res: H2(S, 2) -+ H2(S, .Z). If $= S, is a Sylow q-subgroup of S for some 
prime 9, by a standard result on cohomology of grou 
same order as the q-component of oG( I’; G) ([14, p. 1481). 
TWEOREM 4. Assume m( V) is prime to 1 SJ. Then V can be extended to an 
FG-module z! and only if it can be extended to an ~~~~rnod~~e for ali primes 
q, S, = G,/H being u Sylow q-subgroup of S. 
ProoJ: Clear by Theorem A. Observe that we,(V) is defined for each 
prime q and that this is the image of m&t/) under the restriction 
homomorphism H2(S, 2) + H’(S,, Z). 
The assumption on the Schur index in heorem 4 cannot 
EXAMPLE. Let H be the quaternion group of order 8 and let V 
irreducible 4-dimensional QH-module. Let G be the central product o 
and SL,(p), where p > 5 is a prime with p z _+3 (mod 8). Thus S = G/H is 
isomorphic to $SL,(p) and the Sylow Zsubgroups of G are central 
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products of H and another copy of the quaternion group. In view of the 
example in Section 2, V can be extended to these Sylow 2-subgroups. For 
an odd prime q, the inverse image in G of a Sylow q-subgroup of S is a 
direct product of H and a Sylow q-subgroup of S&(p). Hence exten- 
dability is quite obvious in this case. 
On the other hand, there is no QSG-module v’ extending V. For 
otherwise over the complex numbers C Q. V = U Oc W, where U is the 
irreducible CH-module inverted by Z(H) = Z(G) and w is some 2-dimen- 
sional CSL,(p)-module inverted by Z(SL,(p)) = Z(G). But no such W 
exists ince every nontrivial irreducible CSL,(p)-module has dimension at 
least (p - 1)/2 > 2. This gives the desired contradiction. 
Remark. Y can be extended to an FG-module if and only if there exist, 
for all primes q, 
(i) homomorphisms cy: S, -+ Aut(D) lifting d.s, such that 
%q(V; cJ= 1; 
(ii) a homomorphism (r: S -+ Aut(D) extending the (r9. 
In the preceding example, any possible choice for o must be such that 
olsz is nontrivial. Hence any such candidate (T would have to be a 
monomorphism of (the simple group) P,&,(p) into the group of (inner) 
automorphisms of W(Q), which is impossible as p > 5. 
6. REDUCTION TO SUBEXTENSIONS 
Theorem 4 essentially reduces the extension problem to the case where 
S= G/H is a q-group for some prime q. We shall now describe a further 
reduction to qrelementary subgroups. A group is called qFelementary if it 
is the semidirect product of a q-group Q and a cyclic q’-group (c), where 
(2 acts on (c) in the following way: Let E be a root of unity over F of 
largest possible order dividing 1 (c) 1. Then for any y E Q there exists an 
integer n such that EM&* is in Gal(F(E)/F) and ycy-’ = c”(cf. [15, p. 971). 
We need some additional notation. We indicate dual modules by a * and 
projective covers by *. Intertwining numbers (and scalar products of 
characters) are written (., .), mostly taken over F. For instance 
(V, V) = ( p, V) = (V, P) is nothing but [D: F]. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose S is a q-group for some prime q. Then there exists a
qrelementary subgroup X of G covering S and an X-invariant irreducible 
F[H n X)-module W such that the multiplicity of V as a composition factor 
of WH is a nonzero q’-number. 
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FrooJ: By the generalized induction theorem of Brauer there exist 
elementary subgroups Xi of G and irreducible FLY,-modules Ui such that 
for integers Y, ri with r prime to q. Here I-] denotes the class of a module 
in the Grothendieck group of irreducible modules. For a proof we refer to 
Serre [ 15, Theorems 28 and 391. (When char(F) =p is a prime, by stan- 
dard constructions one can find a field K of characteristic 0 with a com- 
plete discrete valuation having F as residue class field. Replacing K by some 
totally ramified extension, if necessary, one can achieve that K contains ah 
required p”th roots of unity so that a subgroup of G is q~elementary if and 
only if it is qKelementary.) 
Set Y, = Hn Xi for all i Using that P OF I/* is a projective and G- 
invariant FM-module, Mackey decomposition yields that 
r[D:F]=r(p, V)=(P@FV*,rlH) 
= [D: F] c rini ]G: HX,/ 
where ni is the multiplicity of V as a composition factor of Y @J ( Uj)r;)H. 
Since r is prime to q and S= G/H is a q-group, there exists i such that 
G=HX, and that ni is prime to q. Write X=X,, Y= Y,, U= Ui and n=ni 
for this particular i.
Let %‘= V, OF U,. This is an X-invariant FY-module. Hence Sr X/Y 
permutes the isomorphism types of irreducible FY-modules involved in 8;ii. 
Since P’N 2 V @ F( U y)f-I, Frobenius reciprocity yields 
(P,, IT) = (P, Fv) = n[D: F]. 
Clearly P, is X-invariant and projective and so the “hnear function” 
( P,, - ) is constant on X-conjugacy classes. Since S is a q-group but p1 is 
prime to q, there is thus an irreducible constituent W o 
invariant and for which ( p, W”>/[D: F] is prime to q. 
Note. The preceding lemma generalizes Theorem 5.30 in Dade [a]. We 
remark that one can find by similar arguments X, Was in Lemma 5 but so 
i@c>/[D: F] is a nonzero q’-number. Hn general ( p2 WH> # 
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LEMMA 6. Suppose Y w X -H S is a subextension of G, i.e., G = HX 
and Y = H n X. Let W be the restriction to Y of some FX-module and let n 
be the multiplicity of V as a composition factor of WH. Then, whenever 
oo( V, CJ) is defined, its order divides m2n. 
ProoJ We use the method of proof for Theorem 2 in [13]. Choose first 
FY-isomorphisms i x: W-t W” for any x~Szx/Y such that the 
corresponding factor set is trivial. Identify 2, with the ZY-isomorphism 
10 R, on 2 OF W. Let further {a,} be a transversal for sZ,( V) inducing O. 
By (1.6) we may interpret CI, as a ZH-isomorphism V, -+x-’ ( V,)x. Clearly 
conjugation commutes with taking projective covers. Thus we may lift a, to 
a ZH-isomorphism oi, for the projective covers, i.e., toa Z-semilinear map 
bi,: pz -+ ( pz)x with respect o the usual Galois action. Then 
qx, y) = oi,d,oi,’ 
is a ZH-automorphism of pz which maps onto CI(X, y) when passing to 
residue classes modulo the radical of End,& 8,)‘. 
Let A = Horn&Z OF W, ( pz) y). Using (1.3), Frobenius reciprocity and 
symmetry <P, -)=(-, P) (C15Jp.122) wecompute 
[A: Z] = ( W, P,)/[Z: F] = m”( WH, P)/[D: F] 
= m’n. 
Any SEA extends uniquely to a ZX-homomorphism 
(Z OF W)” -+ (( pz) ,,)“, also writtenf, and this maps (Z OF II’)* into ( pz)x 
for each x E S. Hence we can define Z-semilinear automorphisms 9, of n 
by letting G,(f) = oi, fL;‘. Then 
for all fE A and x, y E S. Now the Z-endomorphism f~ oS(x, y)f of n is of 
the form CI(X, y) v for some unipotent v. Hence writing the above identity as 
an equality of matrices by fixing some Z-basis of A, and taking deter- 
minants, we see that cl[n’zl is a coboundary. This proves the lemma. 1 
Lemma 6 is useful also in the special case where X= G and W is the 
restriction to H of some constituent of VG. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose S is a q-group for some prime q but m = m(V) is a 
q’-number. Then there exists a q~elementary subgroup X of G covering S 
and an irreducible and X-invariant F[H n Xl-module W satisfying: 
(i) W has Schur index 1; 
(ii) If W can be extended to an FX-module then V can be extended to 
an FG-module. 
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ProojI Let X, Y = H n X and W as in Lemma 5. We first check that (i) 
holds. To see this we may assume that char(F) =O. y Lemma 5, 
( V, WH) = n[D: F] with yt prime to q. On the other hand, if 8 is the 
character afforded by W and x is as in Section 1, by (1.3) 
(V, WH) =m[Z: F](X, 8”). 
Smce [D: F] = m2[Z: F] and since m is prime to q, we may conclude that 
m(W) is a q’number. But m(W) divides the absolute degree of bY (1.a) 
d the latter is a q-power, because of the structure of Y ([I 1, p. 5701). 
rice m(W)=l. 
Since m is a q’number by hypothesis, wc( V) is defined (Theo 
Lemma 6 the order of oc( V) is a divisor of m2n provided 
extended to an FX-module (n as above). But then we(V) = 1 as 
q-group. This gives the latter statement. 
COROLLARY. The order of w,J V), assuming m(V) prime to IS’/, is 
divisible only by primes dividing ) HI. 
Proqj: In view of Theorems 4 and 5 it suffices toshow that oG( V) = I 
in case S is a q-group for some prime q and H is a cyclic q’-group. 
d= 1 and so Theorem 3 applies. 1 
We mention that the absolute degree of the module W in Theorem 5 
always is a q-power. (Use the Fong-Swan theorem to cover the modular 
case.) 
7. CHANGING THE CHARACTERISTIC 
In this section we assume that char(F) =p for some prime p. Then D = Z 
by Wedderburn (via scalar extension) and so m( V) = 1. From Theorem 1 it 
foollows that there are exactly 1H’(S, Z)l distinct isomorphism types of FG- 
modules extending V, if any. For every FG-module V’ extending V we have 
End&V’) = Z,, and V’ can be written in a finite field (cf. [7, p. 761). 
We fix a p-modular system (K, R, F), where is a complete discrete 
valuation ring with quotient field K of characte tic 0 and residue class 
LEMMA 7. Let S= G/H be a q-group for some prime q. Then there exists 
an irreducible and G-invariant KH-module U such that the decorn~o~~t~o~ 
number d,, f 0 mod q. 
ProoJ: Let [ be the Brauer character of Y (having values in M) and Pet [ 
be its Brauer lift, i.e., 
t’@) = i(h’l 
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for all h E H, where h’ denotes the @-component of h. It is known that [is a 
generalized K-character of H (Cl.5, p.1531). Thus we may write 
for some unique K-characters 8, of H satisfying (0,) 19,) = 0. (A K-charac- 
ter is one realizable over K.) Since V is G-invariant so are 5, [ and 19,) 8,. 
Hence S acts on the irreducible K-characters contained in f3i and on those 
in e2. Irreducible constituents in the same S-orbit have the same mul- 
tiplicities. They also have the same decomposition umber at 5 (or V), 
because of the G-invariance of IJ’. 
Since S is a q-group, all these S-orbits have length a power of q. But c 
equals c as a Brauer character so that 
de,,c - A,, = 1. 
Consequently there must be an irreducible K-character 8 in 8, or in e2 
which is S-invariant and for which d,, & 0 mod q. Let finally U be a KH- 
module affording 8. i 
Note. Lemma 7 generalizes Theorem 6.15 in Dade [Z]. For an alter- 
nate approach, assuming splitting fields, ee Isaacs [ 12, Lemma 5.31. 
LEMMA 8. The order of oo(V) divides dUy for any irreducible KH- 
module U which can be extended to a KG-module. 
Proof. Let U’ be a KG-module extending U. Choose a full KG-lattice 8 
in u’. Let W’ = F OR 0 and let W = WH. Then W is a reduction of U. 
Therefore d,, is the multiplicity of V as a composition factor of W. Noting 
that m(V) = 1, the assertion follows from Lemma 6. 1 
THEOREM 6. Let S be a q-group for some prime q. There exists an 
irreducible and G-invariant KH-module U such that 
(i) m(U) is prime to q; 
(ii) If U can be extended to a KG-module then V can be extended to 
an FG-module. 
Proof. Let U be as in Lemma 7. Let 8 be the character afforded by U 
and let 2 be the (ordinary) character afforded by the projective cover of V,. 
Brauer reciprocity ([7, p. 671) yields that 
du,= <a, 0 
This gives (i) as d,, is a q’-number by Lemma 7. (Actually the argument 
shows that m(U) is a divisor of d,,; see [7, (IV.9.3)] for a similar esult.) 
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Assume U can be extended to a KG-module. Then the order of 06(V) 
divides d,, by Lemma 8. Since S is a q-group and d,, & 0 mod 4, wJ&/) 
vanishes and so (ii) holds. [ 
We observe that the corollary to Theorem 5 can be proved also by 
appealing to the preceding theorem. 
Remark. Theorem 6 is not interesting when 4 =p, because then Y ca 
be always extended to an FG-module. To see this one can assume that F is 
perfect (even finite) and then H2(S, Z) = 0 as z’ is uniquely p-divisible. 
The extension is unique up to isomorphism since H’(S, Z) = 0, even when 
F is not perfect. (By Hilbert’s Theorem 90 and Hochschild-Serre, H’(S, Z) 
maps injectively into Hom,(S,, Z). Alternately one may use that every 
FG-module extending V here can be realized over the same finite field.) 
8. CENTRAL SIMPLE MODULES 
Throughout this section we assume that So = S, that is, x (and hence 
every absolutely irreducible constituent of V) is G-invariant. We also 
assume that char(F) = 0. 
Since S acts trivially on Z= F(x), by Skolem-Noether the centralizer 
Q,(x) of D’ in Q,(V) covers S and so represents a central extension 
F(x)’ w Q,(x) --++ S. The cohomology class of this extension is denoted 
by w&x). Of course, o&x) = oG( V; 1) in our previous notation. 
LEMMA 9. The following are equivalent: 
(i) oF&) vanishes. 
(ii) There exists an FG-module v’ extending V with m( V’) = m( V). 
(iii) There is a character x’ of G extending x SF& that F(x’) = F(x). 
ProojI (i) * (ii) If (LX~} is a splitting for Q,(V) 
homomorphisms, the resulting extension V’ has 
endomorphism ring (Theorem 1). Hence m( V’) = m(V). 
(ii)*(i) Let (clX} b e a splitting for 52,(Y) associated to yl* Let 
g: S -+ Inn(D) be the induced homomorphism. Then D’ = End,( V’)” is 
nothing but C,(a(S)). Thus if m(V) = m( V’) then D’ = D and CJ 
(ii)* (iii) Let D’ be as above. From m(V’) =m(V) (and 
follows that D’= D. Now let x’ be the character afforded by V’ as an MG- 
module. 
(iii) =>(ii) Let V’ be the unique (up to isomorphism) irreducible FG- 
module whose character contains x’. From & = x and Clifford’s theorem it 
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follows that V;lz eV for some integer e Z 1. Since F(‘(x’) = F(x) by 
hypothesis, m(V) must divide m( V’), and we have e = m(V’)/m( V). (Use 
(1.3).) Thus D’ = End,(V)’ has F-dimension e2[D: F]. Let e’ be the mul- 
tiplicity of v’ in VG. By Frobenius reciprocity (and semisimplicity) 
e’[D’: F] = e[D: F]. 
We conclude that e’e = 1, which gives the assertion. 1
Note 1. In a natural way o&x)=o~&x), because QG( V) and 
a,( V,) represent equivalent extensions. Consequently we could assume 
that F= F(x) so that D is a central simple F-algebra. We call Y itself cen- 
tral simple in this case. (In prime characteristic central simple modules are 
absolutely irreducible.) 
Note 2. For y E r define o&x) as the corresponding cohomology class 
for the central simple module ‘V,. This is the image of w&x) under the 
automorphism of H’(S, F(x)‘) induced by y. More generally, ify: F(x) -+ F 
is an F-embedding into a field p, then the induced homomorphism 
H2(S, F(x)‘) + H2(S, p) maps o&x) onto o&‘x). This can be verified 
using (1.7), because the relevant z, will be in End,(V). 
This functorial property of w&x) applies as follows. Let F= F(x). By 
the Universal Coefficient Theorem there is a natural exact sequence 
0 -+ Ext(S/S, F’) + H”(S, F’) -+ Hom(H,(S), F’) -+ 0 
where H2(S) = H,(S, Z) denotes the Schur multiplicator of S. Since 
Ext [ S/S’, P’] = 0 when P is algebraically closed, we infer from Lemma 9 
that x can be extended to G if and only if the image of w&x) in 
Hom(H,(S), F’) is zero. 
Note 3. By Lemma 9 every splitting for Q,(x) gives rise to a character 
x’ of G extending x and having its values in F(x). Any other splitting yields 
a character of the form x’a for some unique homomorphism I: S + F(x)’ 
(cf. Theorem 1). 
Assuming V central simple w&x) coincides with the cohomology class 
studied by Dade [3]. -Denote by 8(x) the number of distinct roots of unity 
in Q(x). (Observe that 8(x) is a multiple of o(x).) Dade showed that the 
order of o&x) is a divisor of 8(x) ([3, Theorem 5.91). 
The prime p = 2 is exceptional also in the present context. For instance, 
if x is p-rational for odd p and S is a p-group, then o&x) = 1 by Dade’s 
result. This is false for arbitrary 2-rational characters. However the follow- 
ing holds (cf. [S]): 
THEOREM 7. Assume x has 2-defect zero and S is a 2-group. Then there 
exists a character x’ of G extending x such that 6$(x’) = Q(x). 
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ProoJ: (a) We first show that there is such a character 2’ satisfying 
Q,(x’) = Q,(x), where Q, is the field of 2-adic numbers. Let K= Q,(x). Let 
j be the Brauer character (mod 2) associated to x. Since x has 2-defect 
zero, x can be written in K and j is absolutely irreducible. 
following Theorem 6 we may view jj as a Brauer charact 
Lemma 7 there exists an irreducible K-character 6 of G for which dea is 
odd. Then eH has jj as a 2-modular constituent. But 2 is the unique 
irreducible K-character with this property. We conclude that 
From Lemma 6 it follows that the order of mKG(x) is a divisor of d,,. Since 
d,, is odd and S is a 2-group, this forces o,,(x) = 1. 
(b) By Lemma 9 there is thus a character x’ of G extending x sue 
that Q2(x’) = Q,(x). We assert hat then even Q(x’)= Q(x). Assume by 
way of contradiction that P= 4$(x’) properly contains F= Q(x). Assume 
also that we have a counterexample with IS/ minimal. 
Let g E G be such that x’(g) $ F. Then Go = (H, g) cannot be a proper 
subgroup of G, because otherwise 0(x&) =F by minima~ity of [SI. Ht 
follows that S is cyclic. 
Since x has 2-defect zero, it vanishes on all 2-singular elements of 
([7, (IV.4.20)]). Therefore Qp2(x’) = Q,(x) is unramified over Qe2 and 2’ is 
2-rational. Fix a nontrivial element ~EG~~(F/F). Then yx’ extends x an 
Q(yx’) =F Thus ?x’ corresponds to a splitting for QF&) (Lemma 9 
whence ‘/x’ = x’l for some homomorphism /2: S -+ F. As P does not contain 
the fourth roots of unity, we must have 11* = 1. Hence J. is the unique linear 
character of S of order 2, because S is cyclic. (It follows at once that 
Gal(F/F) = (y) has order 2.) 
Let B be the 2-block of G containing XI and let P be a defect group of 
Since S is a 2-group and x has 2-defect zero, B is the unique block of G 
covering the block of H containing x and P is a complement to H in G 
([7, (V.3.5) and (V.3.14)]). In particular, P is isomorphic to S and 
therefore cyclic as well, Let P= (y). 
Clearly x’(y) E F and P_c Q(e*““’ )for some odd integer Y. 0n the other 
hand x’(y) is a sum of (PI th roots of unity. Consequently x’(y) is a rational 
number and thus fixed by y. But P = ( y) covers S and so 
‘X’(Y) =X’(Y) 4yH) = -X’(Y). 
We conclude that x’(y) = 0. 
We now apply some results on blocks with cyclic defect groups. Let b be 
the block of the normalizer N,(P) (which equals C,(y) here) with bG = 
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There is a unique irreducible Brauer character cp in b ([7, (VII.2.1)]). By 
Brauer’s Second Main Theorem 
X’(YX) = d;,, cp(x) 
for all 2’-elements x in C,(y). As 2’ is 2-rational, it can be chosen to be the 
(unique) nonexceptional character in B. Thus the higher decomposition 
number d;,, = &l ([7, (VII.2.17)]). Butthen we obtain x’(y) = f cp( 1) #O. 
This is the desired contradiction. 1
Proof of Theorem B 
Without loss we may take x as usual (Note 2). The first upper bound in 
Theorem B is just Dade’s result mentioned above. That is, the order of 
o,&x) divides B(x). Theorem 3 tells us that it is also a divisor of o(x). x(1). 
Hence it remains to show that the order of o&x) divides (H(/x(l). 
By a recent result of Feit ([6, Theorem 11) either S(x) divides [HI/x(l) 
or 6(x) = 2k for some odd integer k dividing [HI/x( 1). Thus we are left with 
the case that 2 has 2-defect zero and that 6(x) = 2k. We have to show that 
the order of o&x) is odd. Via restriction to Sylow 2-subgroups we may 
assume that S is a 2-group, and then we have to establish t at o&x) = 1. 
But this follows from Theorem 7 and Lemma 9. 1 
COROLLARY. Assume JSI is prime to the greatest common divisor of 8(x), 
o(x) * x(1) and lH[/~(l). Then there exists a character f of G extending x
and satisfying Cl($) = Q(x). This character is unique with these properties if 
and only if IS/S( is prime to b(x). 
Proof. Clear by Theorem B (existence) and Note 3 (uniqueness). 1
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